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100 WAYS THE FIRE STARTS

By Max Wilkinson

Night.

A high-rise luxury apartment.

Elephant and Castle.

South London.

A birthday party.

A white stage plinth at centre.

We hear fire-works in the distance.

Party guests move around in the dark.

Then ’I Love to Love’ by Tina Charles fades in,

loud.

Disco lights.

BELLA climbs the step up the white plinth stage.

She is spot-lit in a green dress.

She sings along to the music.

All the guests dance

The room comes alive.

LEON does a twist in the corner.

HUNTER dances perfectly and clicks his fingers.

STEVE, the caterer, stands up stage, holding a

tray, not moving. Staring forward.

Then a scream.

LEON drops his glass.

STEVE, the caterer, kneels to pick this up.

HUNTER moves out the way.

The crowd parts as SHAYLA, a tall woman with wild

hair, walks through them.

BELLA

(talking on microphone) Is that Shayla?

Shayla crosses to BELLA

(CONTINUED)
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BELLA

(excited) Is that you babe?

BELLA hands SHAYLA the microphone.

SHAYLA turns.

Blood runs down her face.

SHAYLA

(nervous but smiling) It’s- lovely to be here. But we

really need to call the police

Beat.

BELLA points the microphone at SHAYLA: interview

style.

BELLA

And...why’s that Shayl?

SHAYLA

There’s men. Outside. Lots. (hands the microphone back

to BELLA)

SHAYLA sits down on the stage.

Although terrified, SHAYLA is desperately trying

to keep light, bubbly and smile.

LEON moves to SHAYLA.

He looks at her like a ghost.

BELLA

Men or boys?

SHAYLA

They had masks-

STEVE re-enters with plasters and a cloth.

BELLA starts cleaning SHAYLA up.

LEON

(to BELLA) Maybe they’re from the Chicken Shop

SHAYLA

What?

(CONTINUED)
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BELLA

These boys. They said things to Leon

LEON

They called me a wasteman

BELLA

(cleaning SHAYLA up) He’s not a wasteman-

SHAYLA

They weren’t boys!

LEON

Who hit you?

SHAYLA

I fell-

LEON

They’re all the fucking same

BELLA

Leon-

LEON

We tried to integrate

BELLA

We did buy an Alsatian

BELLA

To start conversations

LEON

With other dog owners

BELLA

...took it to Burgess Park

LEON

This man

BELLA

He said he would rape my Alsatian

STEVE laughs.

SHAYLA looks at both of them.

Shocked at their detachment.

She stands to leave.

(CONTINUED)
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LEON

(dragging her back down) No!

BELLA

Look Shayl, what you got to understand, is there’s

games like that. All round the city tonight.

LEON

It’s that Mayan Calendar thing

BELLA

The world’s gonna end

LEON

In...20 minutes.

BELLA

And...

LEON

It’s my birthday...

SHAYLA smiles at LEON.

She hands him his present.

Everyone gathers round SHAYLA.

BELLA can point the microphone at SHAYLA again as

she speaks: interview style.

HUNTER

(smiling. Northern accent) So. They say you’re a star

SHAYLA

No-

HUNTER

Why’d you come back?

LEON

We got her a job

HUNTER

Heard there was trouble?

BELLA

Hunter-

SHAYLA

Look. Let’s just...call the police-

(CONTINUED)
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BELLA

Babe! We know.

LEON

You’ve had a rough time...

BELLA

But are you in out?

SHAYLA tries to play along and smile.

She’s trying to play along but she’s scared.

HUNTER

Anything changed? Anything different? Now you’re back?

SHAYLA

(smiling)...People have changed. Like this couple at

the station. Drinking a coffee. Good-looking. Young.

They drank that coffee like a couple drinking a coffee.

More than I’d ever seen. Like a magazine.

BELLA

Did you see your mum?

SHAYLA

She was the same. She talked like mum. But she weren’t

her. Kept on smiling.

LEON gives a look to BELLA

Everyone’s the same. They talk. Cos they’ve been told

to. It’s like they...talking weird. Like. Like a-

STEVE

Film

LEON

...And what about us?

Beat.

BELLA

It’s all in your head! Like those boys outside

SHAYLA

But how would you know Bell? If it’s real or not?

HUNTER, LEON and BELLA’s friend, emerges from the

crowd.

He’s in his early thirties, charming, confident

and well-built.

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER

(smiling) You can’t Shayl. None of us can.

LEON

That’s why we do it

BELLA

We all get a little scared

HUNTER

(tapping his head) We all get trapped.

LEON

Up here.

HUNTER

So we take the fear

BELLA

And we make it fun

HUNTER

Cos one day it might all go poof!

LEON

Not with a bang.

HUNTER

But in a party.

LEON

Like this

BELLA puts an arm on SHAYLA’s shoulder.

BELLA

But it won’t

SHAYLA

But how do you know?

BELLA

(sternly) Because I’m telling you

LEON

Because we love you

SHAYLA looks round the room at the guests.

She smiles but she is terrified.

BELLA

Now. Are you in. Or are you out?

(CONTINUED)
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They lock eyes.

Then SHAYLA hugs BELLA.

Every goes aww.

A man in a black skull mask enters downstage.

A balaclava so we can still see his skin.

He holds a gun.

SHAYLA

(To BELLA) I want a normal life

BELLA

And that’s what you’ll get. If it’s the last thing I do

LEON, STEVE and HUNTER scream and jump out the

way.

The man points the gun at SHAYLA.

MAN

Shayla Lamb?

HUNTER jumps in the way.

HUNTER

NO!

The MAN points the gun at HUNTER.

MAN

Fine.

He cocks the gun

MAN

GOT ANY LAST REQUESTS!?

HUNTER

(almost in tears) Just the one

Karaoke music starts.

HUNTER, wincing, raises the micro-phone to his

lips.

Terrified pause.

Then music.

HUNTER starts singing along to ’Dont Worry Baby’

by Bryan Ferry.

(CONTINUED)
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The MAN keeps his mask but dances along to the

music.

It was all a joke.

It slowly dawns on the guests and they begin to

nervously laugh.

Then dance.

SHAYLA remains uneasy but finally dances too.

BELLA sings too.

LEON and SHAYLA dance to the song.

After a while all the guests exit following

HUNTER, who stills sings.

BELLA watches LEON and SHAYLA dance alone.

LEON clocks her

STEVE watches.

STEVE

We’ve got trouble

LEON follows him out.

BELLA

(holding a bottle of wine) You. Are. Dry

SHAYLA

So are you

BELLA

...can’t-

She rubs her stomach.

SHAYLA

Bella!-

BELLA

Don’t tell him

SHAYLA

Why?

Beat

(CONTINUED)
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BELLA

Because...

She’s about to admit something. But decides

against it

The news. The world. It’s fucked up

SHAYLA

Bella-

BELLA

Look I’m just a little bit worried about war and

hurricanes and cannibals eventually roasting my baby on

a spit

There’s a noise outside. In the distance

SHAYLA

Fireworks. Must be...-

BELLA

(not confidently)...Diwali?

HUNTER enters. With LEON.

HUNTER

(to SHAYLA) They tell me you’re a star

BELLA

Was

LEON

Always

SHAYLA

Never...

HUNTER

Said you were on the tele. Out in Italy?

BELLA

Yeah but then she fucked it. (beat) Sorry!

LEON

We gave it up Shayl. The acting.

HUNTER

(grabbing LEON by the shoulder) Secret Cinema. That’s

our game.

LEON

And PR

(CONTINUED)
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SHAYLA

(disappointed) ...Oh

Awkward beat

LEON

You’re disappointed

SHAYLA

No!

LEON

You think it’s fake...

SHAYLA

No!

LEON

Well I love it

BELLA

And it’s not just parties

HUNTER

That protest.

BELLA

The other week.

LEON

It was about out position in Europe

BELLA

Now we all care about that

LEON

But ten thousand people?

BELLA

In a tiny square?

LEON

We need toilets

BELLA

T-shirts

LEON

Tiny bottles of water

BELLA

That’s not fake, is it?

(CONTINUED)
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LEON

Cos I care about our position in Europe

STEVE enters.

He looks nervous

STEVE

More trouble

LEON follows him.

HUNTER

They said you’re in movies

SHAYLA

No. Insurance. In Italy

BELLA

Luxury villas

HUNTER

Got any funny stories?

SHAYLA

...One. Actually! So I go to quote this guy’ pool right

HUNTER

Naughty

SHAYLA

But when I get there-

HUNTER

(expecting some sexy joke) Oh dear-

SHAYLA

He’s floating in it. Dead

SHAYLA laughs

Awkward silence.

SHAYLA

I mean it’s not funny cos he’s dead. It’s more the

eh...way... he was floating there. The way the sun was.

The way wife kept on saying...’he always wanted a

pool’-

HUNTER

-...(clicking his fingers) Sunset Boulevard!

(CONTINUED)
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SHAYLA

(laughing) Right! That’s why it’s funny!

The guests don’t get it.

BELLA leads SHAYLA to the bar.

SHAYLA

Good banter?

BELLA

(lightly pushing her to the bar) No

HUNTER joins BELLA

BELLA

Watch her

STEVE enters.

STEVE

Don’t wanna alarm you. But everyone’s gone

LEON

Sorry what?!

LEON talks to STEVE.

He looks agitated.

HUNTER, charming, joins SHAYLA.

SHAYLA smiling is nervously consuming party

snacks.

HUNTER

So. Tell me about this part then? On the tele

SHAYLA

(mouthful of crisps) I played a Nazi.

BELLA

In Rome

HUNTER

But you gave it up?

SHAYLA

(laughing) It was a tiny role. And I was standing by

the um..Pantheon. One night.

BELLA

All these Nazis

(CONTINUED)
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SHAYLA

(laughing) And techies. And cameras. And people and all

this money. Just to tell some wanky story no one cared

about.

BELLA

Least you got the parts

SHAYLA

It’s like they were...making reality. Does that make

sense?

BELLA

Alright Aristotle!

SHAYLA

I started to look at lots of things like that.

HUNTER

Like what?

SHAYLA

Like people, you know. Cos that’s the thing. These

days. It seems we’re always acting. In some way. Like

that couple I saw in the cafe. They brought the cup up

up to their teeth. And sipped. And down again. Pause.

Then laugh. Like it was rehearsed.

HUNTER

So you quit? The series?

SHAYLA

Well I thought if things are like that anyway... why’d

you wanna do acting too? On top of all that you know?

BELLA

And she threw it all away!

Awkward Beat

SHAYLA

Well I mean... if someone had come up and given me a

great part. But all I got was adverts and that series-

BELLA

Nice to be asked though

HUNTER

So you wanted something with a bit more...-

SHAYLA

...substance, I guess

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER

Like insurance?

SHAYLA

...I didn’t have much choice.

BELLA

(puts her arm on SHAYLA) Sound ungrateful Shayl-

SHAYLA

No-

BELLA

Remember who got you the job

LEON joins them.

LEON

We’ve got a situation

An explosion

BELLA

(sweetly) It’s just... Diwali?

SHAYLA

Check the news

HUTNER

Can’t.

BELLA

It’s down.

HUNTER

The internet

LEON

(grabbing someone’s phone) But it never goes down

SHAYLA hears an explosion

SHAYLA

(moves to open the blinds) Let’s open those blinds

BELLA

(sharply) DON’T OPEN THE BLINDS! (then sweetly) You’ll

ruin the ambiance

LEON puts an arm around BELLA.

HUNTER puts an arm around SHAYLA and guides her to

the bar.

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER

So let me get this straight... you think you’re living

in...a film?

SHAYLA

No!-

HUNTER

Sounds like a conspiracy

SHAYLA

It’s not. It just feels like someone’s pulling the

strings sometimes.

HUNTER

Controlling ya?

SHAYLA

Like I had this funeral. A week ago-

HUNTER

Oh. Anyone close?

SHAYLA

(smiling. Keeping it light) They looked down at the

coffin. And spoke. And moved in just the way they

should. We was all playing a part. Could’ve laughed

HUNTER

It’s the other way round for us

SHAYLA

Who?

HUNTER

Bell and me. And Leon. We put on these secret cinema

things. Zombies trying to eat ya. Rob a bank. And

that’s all fake. But sometimes that feels real

SHAYLA

Don’t people freak out?

HUNTER

Only the jumpy ones

STEVE the caterer enters.

Covered in blood.

He’s out of breath and using an inhaler.

The whole crowd reacts: shocked.

(CONTINUED)
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BELLA

STAN?!

STEVE

Oh. It’s wine.

A big sigh of relief.

BELLA

Thank god Stan

STEVE

It’s Steve.

SHAYLA

What’s wrong?

STEVE

Nothing! Just these guys. At the door. Bit scary

BELLA

Why?

STEVE

They had...masks.

SHAYLA

(turning to BELLA) Bella

Explosion outside.

But it could just be a fire-work.

STEVE

What’s that noise?

BELLA

Nothing

Explosion outside.

STEVE

It’s getting louder

BELLA

It’s nothing

Explosion

STEVE

Can I call my mum?

(CONTINUED)
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BELLA

(screaming madly) IT’S FUCKING DIWALI!

Everyone turns to her, silent, watching her.

She’s then sweet.

BELLA

(smiling) And Leon’s birthday. And a few fireworks

aren’t gonna fuck that up.

People laugh.

BELLA

Now what did I say about phones?

LEON

Alone with a phone

HUNTER

Alone with a phone

STEVE

Alone with a phone

BELLA collects everyone’s phones in a bag.

BELLA

Lonely phonely. Cough em up.

SHAYLA

Bella. Listen-

BELLA reaches out to take SHAYLA’s phone.

BELLA

Do you want to ruin my party?

SHAYLA

...No

SHAYLA drifts to the drinks table.

HUNTER and LEON join BELLA

BELLA

(looking at SHAYLA) She’s had a rough year. She lost

her dad.

LEON

Richie

Beat.

(CONTINUED)
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SHAYLA returns with more drinks. And hands them

out.

SHAYLA

(enthusiastically) Let’s go to that club Bell!

Awkward Beat

LEON

We don’t go to clubs

SHAYLA

Why?

LEON

The acid attack.

BELLA

Recently

LEON

Our friend was involved

SHAYLA

Oh god!-

BELLA

No luckily

LEON

They were dancing elsewhere

BELLA

But they work in PR

LEON

You need your face for that!

The CROWD solemnly agree.

STEVE laughs a bit.

LEON looks at him angrily.

BELLA

What you gotta understand. London.

LEON

It’s like the freaking Lebanon right now!

BELLA

Well- (not really)

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER

Someone coughed on the tube the other day. Nearly

pissed all of myself

LEON

Thought I was being followed home yesterday. Turn

around. It was just a very old woman

SHAYLA

So you’re scared too!

LEON

Yes

BELLA

And no

SHAYLA

But Bell. That thing you said. About cannibals eating

your-

BELLA looks at her: Shut up.

SHAYLA

Head

BELLA

And maybe they will. But that’s why we have this party.

LEON

You take the fear

BELLA

You make it fun.

LEON

We play a game

BELLA

What you do?

HUNTER

If things went to shit?

BELLA

100 Ways

LEON

The Fire Starts

They all laugh

A loud explosion

(CONTINUED)
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SHAYLA

(really worried) But Steve you saw those guys

STEVE

...Sure

SHAYLA

It’s some kind of...riot. Terrorist thing...

HUNTER plays along with it, as a game.

LEON

Maybe it is

HUNTER

Maybe it’s the end

LEON

(mock seriously to STEVE) Let’s say our prayers

HUNTER

Let’s lock the doors

He jumps on the couch

LEON

Let’s get naked and throw ham at each other!

Everyone laughs

SHAYLA

What?

HUNTER

Let’s have a sexy party!

LEON

Let’s...cover ourselves in butter and watch porn!

STEVE clears away something on the floor.

Kneeling down.

HUNTER

I got a drone in my bag. We could tie a... bag of wee

to it and...

LEON

Piss on nuns?

BELLA, LEON and HUNTER laugh

(CONTINUED)
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BELLA

I’ll get the fondue set out

HUNTER

I’ll eat a fox-

SHAYLA

Look-

HUNTER

(to STEVE) What will you do Steve?

STEVE

(kneeling and cleaning up glass) Sorry?

HUNTER

Now the world’s ending

STEVE

(nervously) Yeah I’ll probably umm...get all my box

sets together...and just...watch them all at once?

No one laughs.

STEVE

(more courage) And then I’ll. Toss of a badger.

And...kill a priest?

Beat.

The whole crowd laugh.

Explosion but only SHAYLA hears.

SHAYLA

(to BELLA) We need to find your mum

BELLA

You don’t need a mum in the apocalypse

SHAYLA

What about your mates?

LEON

They work in PR

BELLA

We all hate each other!

LEON, BELLA and HUNTER laugh hysterically.

SHAYLA tries to exit

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER

Don’t go out there

LEON

There’s bombs out there

SHAYLA freezes

HUNTER, LEON and BELLA look downstage.

Trying to picture the scenes they are creating:

HUNTER

(looking downstage) It’s a...revolution

The CROWD all agree.

Joining in with the game.

BELLA

The world’s become... infertile!

HUNTER

Basically that film... Children of Men

LEON

A baby’s born

HUNTER

A ruddy miracle

LEON

But it looks

HUNTER

Exactly

LEON

Like Stephen Fry

The CROWD laughs hysterically.

Explosions outside

SHAYLA

Listen-

HUNTER

Yeah and even like...dog’s get born with Stephen’s

head

(CONTINUED)
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LEON

And there’s bloody droughts

BELLA

Deserts

HUNTER

Refugees. Poring in

STEVE

...by way... of Brighton!

HUNTER

And the Green Party

BELLA

They’ve gone all fascist

STEVE

Yeah yeah, instead of getting you to like recycle

they’re like making you...burn dolphins

LEON

And rape star fish!

The all laugh.

SHAYLA tries to drag LEON away from the group.

SHAYLA

THIS IS TOO WEIRD!

LEON

IT’S FUNNY COS IT’S WEIRD!-

HUNTER

But Stephen Fry. He’s reared his ugly head

STEVE

Slimy shit-

HUNTER

He’s trying to get to Canada

BELLA

With the lakes

LEON

And the trees

BELLA

And the lovely liberal views

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER

...But he’s only got one boat

LEON

He takes two celebrities

BELLA

From every Channel Four panel show

HUNTER

Like some twisted Noah

BELLA

Ferne Cotton

LEON

Alan Davies

STEVE

And when he’s bored he just eats them

HUNTER

Like some tweedy Jabba the Hut...

They lose track.

A big explosion. Outside

SHAYLA runs in from the other room.

SHAYLA

You heard that??-

LEON

(clicking his finger at SHAYLA) CANADA!

BELLA

Margaret Atwood

LEON

She’s now Queen of Canada

A police siren can be heard

HUNTER

She says ’Shit Steven I know you can’t read!’

BELLA

’But didn’t you watch the Handmaid’s Tale on Netflix?’

STEVE

’I said this would happen you dozey prick’

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER

’You’ll need a nuke to get past me!’

They all laugh

SHAYLA

Shut up!-

LEON

But luckily...

STEVE

...Kim Jong-Un

LEON

He’s a big fan of QI

STEVE

Kimmo helps him out

BELLA

With a cheeky nuke

LEON

Aimed.

STEVE

Directly

HUNTER

At Margo’s mush

SHAYLA

OPEN THE BLINDS!

BELLA

DON’T. TOUCH. THE FUCKING. BLINDS!

Pause.

The laughter stops.

BELLA looks at SHAYLA, locking eyes with her.

As if she’s about to explode.

BELLA

(telling off a child. Stern) We are trying to have fun.

Shayla-

SHAYLA

Bella-
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BELLA

(warning her) Do you want to go home? Hmm?

SHAYLA shakes her head.

BELLA

So tell us what happens to Margaret

BELLA holds the microphone to SHAYLA’s mouth

SHAYLA

She’s got...a plan

LEON

She...

SHAYLA

Releases a...

LEON

Cooling agent

HUNTER

Into the Atmos

LEON

Cooling things down

BELLA

Chilling things out

SHAYLA

But things get too cool

LEON

Ice Age 2

BELLA

And we all go underground

LEON

And... get wired up to tubes and shit

Pause.

They think.

STEVE exits.

Lights on stage go from red to blue.
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SHAYLA

And the world becomes dark and cold and blue.

BELLA

And...and we don’t even see it...

LEON

As we draw out last breath

Pause.

SHAYLA looks up.

She senses something.

Another person in the room.

LEON starts to get scared.

All three look and speak as if they’re conjuring

up the next scene.

SHAYLA

But how did we get here?

Beat

SHAYLA

How did it start?

An explosion. HUNTER notices.

He provokes SHAYLA’s fear.

BELLA and LEON start to get scared.

HUNTER

(noticing the explosion)...A night like this

LEON

...A bomb

An explosion outside.

SHAYLA

A fire

BELLA

Guys-

SHAYLA

There’s men.

(CONTINUED)
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LEON

In masks

BELLA

Shayla/ stop

SHAYLA

They want to get in

LEON

Why?

BELLA

Guys/ stop

SHAYLA

Cos we live so large

HUNTER

And leave so little

SHAYLA

(looking at the corner)...There’s a man. Right there

BELLA

(trying to calm her guests down) No there’s not-

LEON

He’s bleeding

SHAYLA

He’s got a knife

BELLA

Get rid of the man. I don’t like the man!-

BELLA tries to stop her guests from leaving.

LEON

You can’t.

SHAYLA

He’s in here with us

LEON

...But what does he want?!

SHAYLA

I don’t know yet

HUNTER

All the lights cut out

(CONTINUED)
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All the lights cut out.

Black out.

Beat

LEON

There’s a noise

A tapping is heard against the wall

BELLA

SHUT UP LEON!

LEON

I can’t

BELLA

LEON!/ STOP

SHAYLA

We can’t stop. He’s here

beat

Lights on.

Loud apocalyptic music.

A man is in the corner.

His face is covered in blood.

Gasping for air.

Terrified.

Dramatic pause.

Then BELLA laughs hysterically.

LEON starts to laugh too.

Black out.

Pause.

MOSES

Please-

They’re still laughing

SHAYLA doesn’t laugh.

She stares at MOSES, who’s in his thirties.
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MOSES

Please help me-

They continue to laugh.

MOSES staggers round the room.

Almost in tears.

MOSES

I need...to...- please-

SHAYLA

What happened?

MOSES

There’s people. Out there

BELLA

(stops laughing as much) Who?

LEON

Aliens?

BELLA

Southwark Council?

SHAYLA

(trying to calm him down) What’s your name?

MOSES

Moses

SHAYLA

What happened?

MOSES

I’m running. And there’s this wall. They’re crushing me

from the back. So I climb-

LEON and BELLA think about the scene.

It’s familiar to them.

LEON

There’s blood in your mouth...-

MOSES

Can’t grip

BELLA

But he finds something
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MOSES

To... step on

Beat

MOSES

It’s some girl’s face. I’m crushing some girl’s face!

Beat.

LEON clicks his finger-

LEON

War of the Worlds!

BELLA

The book?

LEON

Not the movie

BELLA

If you hadn’t noticed Moses

LEON

We’re movie buffs!

MOSES

THIS AIN’T NO FUCKING MOVIE!

Beat.

LEE and BELLA make sarcastic scared noises.

LEON goes to make drinks

LEON

Did you go to RADA?

BELLA approaches him.

BELLA

(to MOSES) Drink?

MOSES

I don’t want no fucking drink. Look. Listen-

BELLA tastes the blood from his face

MOSES

What the- (fuck you doing)
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BELLA

Tastes...real?

Pause.

MOSES looks around anxiously.

STEVE enters casually, he’s wiping glasses.

He watches MOSES.

MOSES

Give me your phone

LEON

(suspiciously) ...why?

MOSES

I need to call my mum. I lost mine.

LEON

Mummy’s fine Moses

BELLA

(to MOSES) He reminds me of that guy...

LEON

That film...

BELLA

They’re in a block

LEON

Aliens...-

STEVE

Attack the Block

Beat

Everything looks at STEVE

BELLA

(clapping her hands excitedly) Attack the fucking

Block!

MOSES

These guys had guns.

LEON

(sarcastically) Oohh!

BELLA

(sarcastically) Oohh!
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MOSES

Everyone’s dancing. Then bang. They’re making demands

and shit. It was like...like-

STEVE

Die Hard?

MOSES

No

LEON

Hostage?

STEVE

Dog Day Afternoon?

SHAYLA

(to STEVE) Excuse me?

Beat

SHAYLA

Who the fuck are you?

BELLA

the... caterer?

STEVE

Woah woah woah. Catering doesn’t define me yeah-

BELLA

Steve-

STEVE

I do have other interests-

LEON puts his hand on STEVE’s shoulder.

MOSES

Has everyone lost their fucking minds!?

Beat

SHAYLA

What happened?

MOSES

The whole sky goes white. Then black-

SHAYLA

And people?
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MOSES

Guys with masks

SHAYLA

With guns?

MOSES

They’re running here

SHAYLA

What about the door?

MOSES

...They’ll get in.

Pause

BELLA

Moses. You’re scaring our friend-

SHAYLA

Can’t you just stop. Can’t you just listen!-

BELLA

And can’t you grow up. Can’t you see. (taps SHAYLA’s

head) It’s just in your little noggin. Just like

always. He’s an actor

LEON

A bloody good one

MOSES

LISTEN!-

BELLA

(to MOSES, sharply) WHY DON’T YOU GO DOWNSTAIRS.

(sweetly) And join the other guests

MOSES

...there’s no one down there. ’Cept broken glass. And

blood

Beat

STEVE

Sorry. That was me-

Everyone sighs in relief

STEVE

The wine fell on me. Then you said put fake blood

around
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BELLA

I think I love you Steve

Beat

SHAYLA

(to MOSES) How many people were out there?

MOSES

Thousands

SHAYLA

Open the blinds-

BELLA

IF YOU TOUCH THOSE LOVELY PINK BLINDS I WILL CUT YOUR

SILLY HEAD OFF!

Beat. People look at her shocked

BELLA

(sweetly) We are going to sing karaoke in a little bit.

SHAYLA tries to open the blinds.

She can’t. BELLA takes out a remote

BELLA

You’ll need this babe

SHAYLA takes MOSES’s hand and tries to exit

BELLA

Where you going?

SHAYLA

I need to see it

BELLA

(sweetly) Remember all those years ago

SHAYLA

Fuck out of my way

LEON

Shayla. We know

SHAYLA

You don’t know shit

BELLA

We know how they found you.

SHAYLA stops.
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SHAYLA

...What are you talking about?

LEON

You didn’t want to talk us but-

SHAYLA

What are you saying...?

Beat

BELLA

We followed you.

LEON

Your boyfriend...Luca

BELLA

Emailed

SHAYLA

That...prick

BELLA

Shayl-

SHAYLA

He never cared Bell

LEON

You tried to drown yourself

BELLA

Of course he did

SHAYLA looks at both of them.

An explosion. SHAYLA looks at it nervously.

LEON takes her face in his hand.

SHAYLA

It was after Dad

LEON

Why didn’t you tell us?

SHAYLA

Thought you wouldn’t want me on your team.

BELLA

Oh babe
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SHAYLA

If he had just sat me down. If he had just...-

MOSES

Listened

SHAYLA turns to MOSES

SHAYLA

Instead he spoke to me. Like someone was speaking

through him. And he handed me a ticket for a bus. All

round Europe. Exactly like I always wanted. And he

smiled like a guy ought to smile when they’re smiling-

MOSES grabs her hand.

MOSES

Let’s go

BELLA blocks the way

SHAYLA

Bella. This isn’t related. That stuff out there. It’s

real

BELLA

It’s not

LEON

Don’t you see? It is related. You think someone’s

controlling your life. Like a set-up? Like everyone’s

an actor in your film?

BELLA

Like Luca

LEON

When he talked to you

BELLA

When he gave you those tickets for the bus

LEON

That was us.

BELLA

We knew you were having a really hard time

LEON

So he told him. What you would like
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BELLA

It’s nothing creepy.

LEON

It’s not a film

Pause

BELLA

We told him to do it

LEON

Because we know you

BELLA

We know you needed it

LEON

Because we love you

SHAYLA looks at them both.

Pause.

She hugs BELLA.

An explosion outside.

She’s serene.

MOSES

I don’t know what I walked in to. But we need help-

BELLA

(serenely) Where was this rave?

MOSES

...Malt Street

BELLA

Warehouse? DJs?

MOSES

Yeah...but guns-

BELLA

Did they fire these guns?

MOSES

...I escaped

LEON

You’re not meant to escape Moses!
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BELLA

You’re meant to help your mates!

He looks at both of them.

Pause

STEVE

(cleaning a glass) What was the name of the rave?

MOSES

...Hostage

STEVE

Yeah I played that last week. It’s nice

MOSES

But...the girl’s face-

BELLA

Just an actor

MOSES

The bombs

LEON

Diwali

STEVE

It’s the end of the world Moses

BELLA

In...3 minutes?

MOSES

...It’s just jokes?

BELLA

It’s very jokes

STEVE

You’re too sensitive mate

MOSES

...that’s what the boys always say

MOSES stares forward.

Then laughs.

He tries to find the funny side.

MOSES

I ran through the park
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The couple laughs

MOSES

I kicked a fox

They laugh again

MOSES

And a swan. Thought they were drones!

MOSES is serious

MOSES

(worried) I hit an old woman

LEON

It was probably a tree

They laugh

BELLA

What was your plan?

LEON

Bit of skunk? Bit of cotch?

MOSES

(laughing) Man I’m such a fucking...-

LEON

Idiot?

MOSES

Pussy! That’s what them boys always say to me. ’Man.

You were born a pussy’

They laugh

(laughing) Just cos I got brain. Cos maybe I am a pussy

but they’re fucking idiots. And if it was the end. I’d

just...kill em? You know?

BELLA laughs.

LEON puts his hand on MOSES’s shoulder.

LEON

They’re all the fucking same. I got bullied. Remember

Shayl. In college. She’d take me out to the lake when

it got too much

SHAYLA tries to remember but can’t
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SHAYLA

No I never-

LEON

(to MOSES) But I wouldn’t kill em. I’d...get...photos

and them and just...make some really vicious memes

No one laughs

And wee on their dads?

They laugh

MOSES

I’d go Scotland. Cabin. In the woods

LEON

Malaga for me

BELLA

What where you go Shayl?

Beat

SHAYLA

(Serenely) The sea. A beach. In Italy. So warm you

sleep out. Ground’s still hot. The green. The water.

The way the mountains curve round and round...

MOSES

Sounds like you’ve been

SHAYLA

I have. On my trip.

She takes BELLA’s hand.

When I got those tickets. I slept out there by myself.

I was like...the last woman...on earth

LEON

...she got rid of her phone

BELLA

email

SHAYLA

(imagining the sea)...It was good

LEON

We couldn’t contact her

BELLA

No one could
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MOSES

So...why did you come back?

SHAYLA

I had to

BELLA

Ran out of money

SHAYLA

Actually someone froze my bank account.

LEON looks at BELLA

Company account, so probably Isola

BELLA

But they left enough

LEON

To get you back here

Beat.

SHAYLA looks at her.

Then at LEON

BELLA

Your mum was...upset

LEON

We had to do something!

SHAYLA

But...-

BELLA

We talked with Isola.

LEON

We made it happen

SHAYLA

...Mum weren’t upset...I just saw her...

BELLA

Well...not anymore

LEON

But she was

Beat
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BELLA

We may of told her

LEON

You were back on the tele

BELLA

Just to keep her sweet

SHAYLA is horrified. She looks at both of them.

SHAYLA

You froze my account?!

LEON

We were worried.

BELLA

We talked to Luca.

LEON

And Isola-

SHAYLA

How long you known Luca?

They look uncomfortable

BELLA

A while

SHAYLA

How long you been emailing?

BELLA

...

LEON

How do you think you got the job in the first place?

SHAYLA

Why didn’t you say you knew him?

LEON

We thought it would be...-

BELLA

Creepy

SHAYLA

(She gets close to BELLA. Angry) All those years I

wanted to leave him. He’d come up. And say exactly what

he should’ve said. (taps BELLA’s chest) Your words
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BELLA

You can’t look after yourself

LEON

You shouldn’t have stopped posting

BELLA

You’ve always been self-fish. Even when your dad was

sick. You never visited

SHAYLA

Course I fucking did! All the time. I just didn’t see

you!

Pause

BELLA

(hurt) You...ungrateful-

LEON

Bella-

BELLA

Every fucking time you’ve been on the brink. Who’s

dragged you back? Father freaking Christmas? You think

those tickets appeared on your pillow. Or that job

landed on your lap? It was us-

SHAYLA

...you...played with me-

BELLA

We kept you steady

SHAYLA

You pushed me into that job, why?

BELLA

Cos you didn’t have one

SHAYLA

Why were you so pushy?

BELLA

You never had to take it

SHAYLA

You knew I was too desperate. Too weak to say no.

BELLA laughs
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SHAYLA

Why did you fuck with my life?

BELLA

Because you fucked up mine! My dream! TV. Films. You

had a chance. And you throw it away. Cos you felt a bit

weird. Well then. You do what we do. You get a job. You

get in line-

SHAYLA

You’re nuts-

BELLA

But you weren’t gonna so. I had to do something

SHAYLA

I’m going

BELLA

What would you have done hmm? If I hadn’t got you that

job with Isola?

SHAYLA

(sharply) Something decent. Something...alright.

Something...real

BELLA

THIS IS REAL. Me. And him. And this. You fucked up the

dream. So this is what you get. Real.

SHAYLA

This isn’t real-

BELLA

All those times. You thought ’oh I live in a film’.

You’re not that interesting love

SHAYLA

I didn’t want to feel like that. It was you

LEON

Yes it was

BELLA

We’re your guardian angels

SHAYLA gets very close to BELLA.

They look like they’ll hit each other.

SHAYLA sees in this moment that everything her two

’friends’ represent is the fake world that sickens

her.
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SHAYLA

(tapping her chest) It’s you. It’s all you.

LEON

We love you Shayla

BELLA

We got a job for you. We’re your way out

SHAYLA

Oh I know what you are.

BELLA

(smiling) Good. So you’re in? You can see?

SHAYLA

I can see. I know what I need to do

BELLA

So do I

They stare into each other’s eyes

BELLA

Sing

BELLA shoves the microphone into SHAYLA’s chest.

Lights comes up on SHAYLA.

She takes the microphone.

She starts to sing. ’Se Telefonando’ by Mina.

She starts the song shakily.

She then gains confidence.

She sings beautifully.

She sings facing BELLA.

Staring into her eyes.

Triumphing over her.

BELLA grimaces.

Tears stream down her face.

Everyone else dances.

LEON doing ’the twist’ by himself.

As SHAYLA reaches her crescendo BELLA suddenly

switches the music off with a remote.
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She stands there.

Everyone looks at her.

She suddenly laughs.

STEVE enters. Looking very worried.

He coughs.

They all look at him.

STEVE

These men downstairs. They want help with a package

BELLA

So help them

STEVE

...

BELLA turns on STEVE

BELLA

Steve. On your CV it says you’re a team player. I hope

you didn’t lie?

Beat. STEVE then exits.

MOSES tries to leave.

MOSES

I’m leaving-

SHAYLA

(quietly) No-

BELLA

(blocking his way) You can’t

They square each other off.

MOSES

...Why?

BELLA checks her watch and smiles sweetly

LEON

(sweetly) Cos it’s... 2 minutes til the end of the

world!

LEON laughs and puts an arm round MOSES

MOSES looks at SHAYLA
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He decides to stay.

They all sit and get comfortable.

SHAYLA stares at BELLA and sometimes MOSES.

She can see clearly now.

LEON returns with drinks.

He tries to buddy up to MOSES.

MOSES

(pointing at SHAYLA and LEON) So. You two married?

LEON

Yes (he understands he’s pointing at SHAYLA) I mean no!

A million times no. No Shayla’s-

BELLA

a very good friend

LEON

You from round here then?

MOSES

Close-

BELLA

You must hate us then

BELLA

Having money parties

LEON

Eating money pie-

MOSES

Nah I helped build these flats. Actually. I know every

inch. I’m a builder. Some of the time

BELLA

What about the rest?

MOSES

I like to read. As much as I can

LEON

Did you go to College then?

MOSES

Uni? Nah
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LEON

(fist pumping MOSES) Waste of time innit

MOSES

No. Just couldn’t go

BELLA

What would you have done?

LEON

If you could’ve gone?

MOSES

...Philosophy.

Beat

LEON

Sick bro-

BELLA

Why-

MOSES

To understand things-

BELLA

What don’t you understand?

MOSES

Just...people... they always saying. The world it’s

all...fucked up

BELLA

And isn’t it?

MOSES

Yeah. Some of it. But I think...they exaggerate maybe.

And same with the news.

BELLA

Why?

MOSES

I don’t know

BELLA

You think the news lies to you?

MOSES

...maybe. Maybe...to sell papers. To keep us scared-
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LEON

(profoundly) Systems of control. Sick one bro!-

MOSES

Nah not like...conspiracy like...I think we spread it

to. It’s fear.I don’t know why. I don’t think things

are worse in the world. Then they were before. Maybe

better. It’s like...hysteria-

BELLA

Our friend nearly lost their face the other day. Acid

LEON

They’ve got a very nice face

The argument gets very heated

BELLA

And you just lost your shoes mate. You talking about

hysteria-

LEON laughs.

LEON

That’s two minutes

SHAYLA

All he’s saying....Is it’s a weird time to live in

LEON

(laughing) You’re a weird time to live in!-

MOSES

All you get from the news is...apocalypse. Like it

feels like. We’re always one second away from getting

nuked.

SHAYLA

Or WW3.

MOSES

Or the sun’s going to explode

BELLA

But won’t it?

SHAYLA

Maybe. But then the next day it’s something new. The

ice caps. Korea. Lactose.

MOSES

And maybe that’s all true. But that’s the point
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SHAYLA

You never really know

MOSES

If it’s real or not

LEON

60 seconds.

MOSES

It’s like we live in limbo you know?

SHAYLA

The future seems to be just...death

MOSES

And fire

SHAYLA

But you still need a new phone

MOSES

You need to carry on. And it might be all bull-shit

SHAYLA

Everything’s kind of great

MOSES

And sort of crap

SHAYLA

Like we live in a gap

MOSES

A breath

SHAYLA

Before the plunge...

MOSES

Or maybe not?

SHAYLA

Maybe it’s all totally fine

MOSES

Does that make sense?

LEON and BELLA look at eachother

LEON

...No?
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They laugh hysterically

LEON

Think someone’s been smoking the skunky skunk!

MOSES

You don’t listen?

BELLA

(sharply) Ok Plato. What’s the alternative? To

this...evil soceity of fear and...Iphones-

LEON

15 seconds.

SHAYLA

He’s just trying to...work things out

LEON

Close your eyes-

BELLA

No. He’s judging us. And you are. Cos you’re talking

about us aren’t you? We’re the hysterical ones right?

LEON

Close your eyes!

LEON gets them all to hold hands and close their

eyes: counting down.

MOSES takes SHAYLA’s hands and they form a ring.

BELLA

Don’t you want a job Shayl? Don’t you wanna grow up.

SHAYLA

Back off

BELLA

You wanna go live in the woods?

LEON

Ten

BELLA

Cos you tried that didn’t you and it didn’t really

work?

SHAYLA

I want to see things
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LEON

Five

SHAYLA

As they really are

BELLA

You’re too sensitive. This is what things are like. We

have a bit of fun. To keep back the fear

SHAYLA

That’s your way

LEON

Three

BELLA

It’s the way

LEON

Two

SHAYLA

No

BELLA

What else is there?

LEON

One

Long pause.

Silence.

Everyone keeps their eyes closed.

They slowly open them.

They look around.

LEON laughs, then BELLA. Then MOSES and SHAYLA.

Suddenly STEVE ’collapses’ onto the stage, falling

head first onto the stage.

Apocalyptic music plays

His face is all bruised and bloody and his hair is

wild.

He’s gasping for air.
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STEVE

...Please!

SHAYLA

Oh do us a favour!

He crawls over to SHAYLA

STEVE

Please. Help. Me

He puts his head on SHAYLA’s lap

SHAYLA

With what?

STEVE

Pocket. Left.

The help him to get his inhaler out from his

pocket.

STEVE inhales deeply with the inhaler

LEON

Look Steve mate, your services are no longer required.

STEVE

What?

BELLA

Where are your glasses?

STEVE

There’s men. Outside. Hundreds-

He inhales again

MOSES

What’s wrong?

STEVE

(inhaling) Bad heart. I’m not meant to get riled up! -

LEON

Ok mate. Stop now-

STEVE

They burnt the cars. The shops. The road. And it’s not

just here. The whole city. It’s on fire.
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SHAYLA

This guy’s amazing

STEVE

Remember them riots? In Tottenham? Years ago?

MOSES

...Yeah?

STEVE

...I think this is the same thing. But bigger. Much

bigger.

SHAYLA

Did you actually see this?

STEVE

I could hear it! And see the sky all red. And them

men...(he inhales again) them...-

STEVE inhales again frantically.

They all look at each-other.

MOSES

He’s really freaking out

LEON

Maybe... it’s...-

BELLA

Leon!-

LEON

I mean... maybe all the games. Got out of hand. Spilled

over. I dunno

BELLA

Go have a look

LEON stands and exits

MOSES

Call the police

BELLA

Moses/ it’s probably nothing

MOSES

Call them. Then we’ll know

BELLA calls on her phone
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SHAYLA

You lot are hilarious.

MOSES

Look-

SHAYLA

You call me hysterical-

MOSES

Look at him

SHAYLA

He’s faking-

BELLA

It’s engaged

STEVE

Guys-

MOSES

What do you mean?

BELLA

The police. It’s not...getting through...-

MOSES

...check the news

BELLA

The internet’s/ down

MOSES

On the TV!

STEVE

Guys-

BELLA

We haven’t got one-

MOSES

What?

STEVE

Listen

BELLA

Who has a TV?
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MOSES

Me

STEVE

LISTEN!

They all listen.

We hear chaos outside getting louder.

Fire. Sirens. Rioting.

BELLA

Shit

MOSES

...can you smell that?

They all smell smoke.

BELLA

Smoke

STEVE

They’re gonna burn us out

LEON enters.

His knee is bloody and bruised. He limps

BELLA

LEON!

LEON

Close the door, close the fucking door!

MOSES goes to close it offstage.

LEON sits

LEON

There’s three guys. Floor below. They got knifes-

SHAYLA

Are they real?

LEON

Course they’re fucking real!

SHAYLA

How do you know?
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LEON

(to SHAYLA. Sarcastically) Cos they were sticking them.

Into another man’s face!

Beat

(to BELLA) They know we’re here

BELLA

Babe...-

LEON

They had Hunter. They were...-

BELLA

What?

STEVE

It’s Tottenham again. I’m telling you. But it’s

everywhere! There’s fires. They’re killing people.

LEON

But why?

STEVE

I don’t know. Maybe...it’s not just London. Maybe the

whole country...-

MOSES

Board up the windows

HUNTER is heard outside

HUNTER

(OFF) BELLA!

BELLA

HUNTER?!

HUNTER

(Quickly) LISTEN! DO NOT OPEN THIS FUCKING DOOR! What

ever you do, do not- AAHHH-

He’s dragged away, screaming.

MOSES stands and barricades the other entrances.

SHAYLA lies back and drinks a bottle of wine.

BELLA and LEON sit on the floor like two helpless

children.

STEVE lies in a stupor on the floor.
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BELLA

(nervous, quick) Well umm... we’ll just... do what we

did last time won’t we? With the Tottenham...thing-

LEON

Yeah...

BELLA

We’ll just light... candles and er... get cosy and...

wait for... all this to blow over!

LEON

Yeah

BELLA

And then tomorrow we’ll go out with the brooms and

we’ll...clean it all up!

LEON

Yeah! Like last time.

Beat

BELLA

We can get celebrities involved

LEON

Yeah! Like umm...Stephen Fry

BELLA

Yeah...he loves that shit

LEON

Didn’t people dress up as... Wombles last time?

BELLA

Umm...?-

LEON

I’ve got this weird memory. Of Boris Johnson. Naked.

But with a Womble’s head.

BELLA

...I think that was a dream

LEON

Oh yeah. That was a dream.

An explosion outside.

They wince.
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BELLA

(terrified) Maybe we’ll have a two minute silence!

LEON

Maybe we’ll have...two...two minute silences

BELLA

Oh yeah. Cos...twos... better than one

LEON

Cos it’s more

BELLA

Yeah...exactly

Beat

LEON

...And then we’ll... sit everyone down. After

BELLA

Yeah! On Newsnight!

LEON

All the hoodies.

BELLA

And... their crap dads

LEON

Yeah

BELLA

And we’ll get to the bottom of this

LEON

There must be a reason

BELLA

...I bet it’s...social cleansing

LEON

Oh yeah! Of course! Bloody social cleansing

BELLA

I hate social cleansing!

LEON

We all do babe.

A massive explosion outside.

They look to the window, terrified.
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LEON

(terrified) Oh lordy lordy lordy!

BELLA

(terrified) I hope Felix is alright

STEVE

(in a stupor) Who’s Felix?

BELLA

Friend of ours. He’s just opened a health food shop in

Penge.

LEON

We told him not too

BELLA

They’re gonna string him up by

his...organic...bollocks-

LEON

Bella-

BELLA

Sorry! Happy thoughts! Happy thoughts!

LEON

Just think about tomorrow

BELLA

Yeah. All the cleaning!

LEON

Yeah!

BELLA

We’ll clean the night away!

LEON

We’ll get Hunter on board.

BELLA

Yeah. And we’ll sweep away all the... broken glass. And

the rubbish.

LEON

Clean it all up

BELLA

All nice and white.
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LEON

All sparkly clean

BELLA

(getting angry) And we’ll get rid of all the... bad

vibes. And the trouble. And the grime. And all those

people making trouble. Making trouble for everyone

else-

LEON

Babe-

BELLA

-We’ll clean it all won’t we Leon? We’ll clean it all

away. All that shit! Because we are Londoners! We stand

together! And nothing. Nothing! Will tear us apart!-

There’s a loud banging.

The front door is being broken down.

BELLA

(terrified) Oh fuckity fuck fuck!

BELLA exits to kitchen

LEON

Moses!

MOSES enters.

Men’s voices outside: ’open the fucking door!’

She re-turns with kitchen knifes.

BELLA

Here!

She hands the knifes out to everyone.

MOSES

Get ready

MOSES, LEON and BELLA crouch centre stage.

Facing the door.

Ready to fight.

BELLA

...I was literally feeding the ducks this morning.

Don’t know why. Just had this sudden urge. In the park.

Who feeds the ducks? Only mad people. And strange old

women. My point is. This is mental!
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More shouting from outside

MOSES

Maybe...we could talk to them?

BELLA

They’re fucking animals?!

MOSES

I thought you wanted to talk!

BELLA

Yeah on Newsnight!

LEON

Behind bars.

BELLA

Via skype-

Banging

STEVE

At least...if the world is ending. I won’t have to pay

off my student loan-

LEON

The world is not ending Steve!-

STEVE

You didn’t see it. Everything on fire. Maybe the whole

country. The world. All I’m saying. At least I won’t

have any debts

LEON

(sarcastically) Yeah. Except the one you’ll have to

your dystopian pimp. Your debt being your skinny little

ass!

BELLA

Leon-

MOSES

Maybe he’s right.

LEON

(annoyed) About what?

MOSES

If things go to shit. If society... breaks down-
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LEON

It’s not breaking down!

STEVE

But if it is! Maybe...the survivors...they can

re-group-

MOSES

Yeah. And go back to...living in villages-

STEVE

Growing stuff

MOSES

Maybe... it will be better?

LEON

Better?!

MOSES

Not right away!

LEON

What? After all the bum raping and baby eating? Oh yeah

once that dies down? It will be nice. Like camping.

MOSES

I’m just saying-

SHAYLA

It does sound nice

LEON

...Shayla-

SHAYLA

No more cities. No more...pressure

MOSES

Yeah...

SHAYLA

This flat will be a jungle. Vines everywhere. Flowers

MOSES

Birds.

SHAYLA

And we’ll look down. And the whole city will be green!

MOSES

And the fish will swim back to the Thames
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SHAYLA

And they’ll be no more...Facebook

STEVE

Catering

MOSES

No one to tell you how weak you are

STEVE

No more shitty jobs...

SHAYLA

Maybe...it will be better

Pause

SHAYLA

And. If it really is the end. I guess... we can do

whatever we want...

MOSES

...Yeah...-

She looks at MOSES.

She kisses him.

The door bangs.

STEVE

(laughing) Yeah!

LEON

Oh yeah! Let’s all just...fuck each other yeah?

BELLA

Why not?

LEON

Bell!

STEVE

Let’s go...crazy!

STEVE stands up excitedly.

LEON

Steve?
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STEVE

It’s the end. Who cares. Let’s do what we want!

BELLA

Like what Steve?

STEVE

I could... do a shit...in a bag...and put it in the

oven?

LEON

Why?

STEVE

Or we could go to Hackney farm and... free all the

pigs!

SHAYLA

Yeah!

STEVE

And then fuck them! Or something like that!

BELLA

I like it!

STEVE

I’ve always lived such a sheltered life!

SHAYLA

Break free!

STEVE

Let’s go to Westfields!

BELLA

Yeah!

STEVE

We’ll eat all those posh cookies at Millie’s. We’ll go

to H and M and...try on all the clothes!

LEON

You can do that anyway?

STEVE

Yeah but... we’ll wee on them too!

SHAYLA

...We can ride the Circle Line for ever and ever!
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BELLA

Or... go bum a crow on Hampstead Heath!

STEVE

We can call our dad’s and say: ’told you so Dad! Didn’t

I tell you so?!’

LEON

Steve-

STEVE

Yeah?!

LEON

Shut up.

Beat

STEVE

Why?

LEON

Cos I said so

STEVE

You’re not the boss of Steve!

LEON

Well I am actually. You’re under contract

STEVE

(laughing) Contract!

LEON

You think this is the end? Because a few pricks raid JD

Sports? This will all blow over.

STEVE

Oh...piss off!-

LEON

(quickly) And if you think you’re getting a good

recommendation from me you’ve got another thing coming!

STEVE

Recommend this!

He chucks a beer in LEON’s face.

Beat.

Banging starts again.
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LEON

You little (shit)-

LEON rushes STEVE.

MOSES holds LEON back.

LEON

(to STEVE) I’ll make sure you never work in Catering

again!

STEVE

Your time is over my friend!

LEON

Come here!-

STEVE

The working man has risen! Ring the bells of freedom!

Bong Bong!

LEON backs off.

STEVE, triumphant, does a dance in the corner.

The banging on the door.

LEON

(to MOSES. Very annoyed) What are you doing?! Why are

you just sitting there!?

BELLA

Babe-

LEON

(to MOSES) I thought you had a plan!

MOSES

I don’t...

STEVE comes back on.

He’s taken off his shirt and has drawn a hammer

and sickle on his bare chest.

He wears sun-glasses and smokes a cigar.

The International Socialist Anthem plays.

BELLA and SHAYLA laugh.
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STEVE

And another thing!

LEON

Oh Jesus Christ!

STEVE

I want your shoes

LEON tries to rush him but BELLA blocks him

LEON

One more word I’ll rip your fucking eyes out!

STEVE

I’ll get my brothers on you!

LEON

What?

LEON retreats. BELLA backs away

STEVE

My brothers from Tescos. Sam’s Chicken. My

revolutionary brothers

Loud banging on door.

Voices shouting: open the fucking door!-

STEVE

(to the men outside) Coming!

LEON

Shut your mouth-

MOSES

Look if we reason with them-

STEVE

All we want is a new global order yeah?

LEON

What?!

MOSES

Change

LEON

Ok so what would you change Steve? Give me some key

points from the caterer’s manifesto?
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STEVE

(thinking)...every...time you catch a bus...you get a

pie?

LEON

...

STEVE

(taking out scraps of paper from his pocket) I got

more! Look...free all the sheep?

BELLA and SHAYLA laugh

LEON

What?

STEVE

Equal rights for ants?

LEON

You-

STEVE

Nationalise laughing?

SHAYLA and BELLA laugh

LEON

Ok Steve what’s your er... foreign policy then?

STEVE

Just...be nice to everyone

LEON

You wouldn’t deport anyone?

STEVE

(thinking)...maybe Steven Fry

BELLA

(mock-serious) Good call

STEVE

And I want Independence for Swindon

There’s loud banging at the door again.

STEVE dances to the Nationale.

LEON

(to everyone else) THIS IS NOT JOKES!
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BELLA

It’s a bit jokes-

LEON

They’re gonna rip us apart

MOSES

Not if we reason with them. They want change-

LEON

(pointing at dancing STEVE) Is that what change looks

like?

MOSES

Nah like... more jobs. More homes-

STEVE

And free school meals for pigs? (slapping his notes)

BELLA

What about pollution, Comrade Steve?

STEVE

Simple. Bring back horses

SHAYLA

Fox Hunting?

STEVE

Legalize it. But the foxes do the hunting

MOSES

What about High Speed Rail?

STEVE

I want the HS2. But I want it to go to my Mum’s

BELLA

The Monarchy?

STEVE

Replace the Queen with a microwave

MOSES

The NHS?

STEVE

Make it sexy

SHAYLA

What about um...social cleansing?

Pause. STEVE thinks
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STEVE

See...I’ve been thinking about this a lot...people

always saying...Steve...Yuppies coming in. Kicking us

out. With their falafels. And their babies

MOSES

So what do you do?

STEVE

Simple. Kill em!

STEVE mock fires a machine gun.

SHAYLA laughs

STEVE

And no more... latte. Half-shot...caramel wank. It’s

coffee. With extra Steve. Or a cinnamon Steve if you’re

hungry.

BELLA

Any room for Oat Milk?

STEVE

I want that socially cleansed.

MOSES

What about houses Steve?

STEVE

Just...make more of them?

BELLA

Jobs?

STEVE

You’ll have jobs building my new world! We’ll make a

Ministry of Steve!-

LEON

And how you gonna pay for all this, hmm?

STEVE

Easy. Tax Vicars!

SHAYLA and BELLA laugh.

LEON leaves the room, he’s livid.

STEVE

And people that say...’T-B-H’ in actual conversation

BELLA

Oh...-
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LEON re-enters.

Holding a piece of paper.

LEON

Alright Steve! Think about this. What if the revolution

doesn’t work?

STEVE

...it will

LEON

But let’s say it doesn’t. (reading his CV) Says on your

CV you want to be a... (confused) florist?

STEVE

(defensively) I like flowers alright

LEON

Well how’s that gonna look with a criminal record?

Flower man?

STEVE

...

LEON

Gross misconduct. (takes the cigar from his mouth)

Stealing. (pointing outside) Assisting a robbery.

(Close to his face) I know things about you. I know

where you live

STEVE

So do I.

LEON

...What?

STEVE

I know about the pictures

LEON

Excuse me?

STEVE

New Years Eve. You wanted a picture of you and Bella

kissing. (STEVE leans in close) I’ve seen your Photo

Booth mate. It’s filthy

LEON looks worried.

STEVE exits, shouting as he does so:
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STEVE

WHAT’S THAT COMING OVER THE HILL. IS IT A STEVE? IS IT

A STE-EVE!?

He exits

BELLA

Leon?

LEON

He’s talking out his arse-

BELLA

(she hugs him tightly) It’s alright

LEON watches MOSES.

LEON

We need to do something

BELLA

Let’s just...enjoy these last moments

STEVE re-enters quietly

LEON

(looking at SHAYLA and MOSES kissing) Stop it...

BELLA

I love you babe-

LEON

(Screaming) STOP. KISSING!

Beat

SHAYLA

...why?

LEON

Because...I don’t like it

Beat

BELLA

You jealous?

LEON

(defensively) ...No-

STEVE

Tell them about the pictures
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LEON

SHUT UP!-

BELLA

Tell them

LEON

...What? They’re just... pictures of...friends

BELLA

Which friend?

LEON

(to SHAYLA) You stopped posting. Photos. The happy

ones. I thought you might delete your account so

I...saved them

Beat

LEON

Not in a creepy way!

Beat. People look uncomfortable.

LEON

(to SHAYLA) They never liked me. In college. No one.

Except you. Now I’m good with people.

SHAYLA

Leon-

LEON

(to SHAYLA) Remember when you flashed the helicopters

up on our roof? Or the night on the lake, with the fire

on the beach?

SHAYLA

(confused) That weren’t me-

LEON

You remember! The beach! Course you do...-

Beat

BELLA

Do you remember this? A Few weeks ago. You came back

drunk?

LEON

...
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BELLA

You sat on the bed. You touched my hair. You said...-

LEON

I love you

Beat

BELLA

I love you Shayla. That’s what you said

Pause.

He looks at BELLA then SHAYLA.

He doesn’t know what to say.

Romantic film music can play.

LEON

(to SHAYLA) ... You always burned...so brightly Shayla.

SHAYLA

No-

LEON

And I kept it. In here (tapping his head). You gave it

up but I couldn’t. It’s too bright

SHAYLA

That’s not me-

LEON

(He visualizes the memories) All the memories. Chopped

up. Like a movie reel-

SHAYLA

Leon-

LEON

(staring downstage. Visualizing) I’ve seen things you

wouldn’t believe-

SHAYLA

Cos I wasn’t there-

LEON

(smiling) No. Cos I watched you. The sea. The golden

light. Sea beams! You stretch your arms out. You run

down the dune. (sadly) You dance. In black and white.

You turn away...

SHAYLA

We never did those things Leon.
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LEON

All those moments will be lost in time. Like tears. In

the rain.

He looks down confused.

SHAYLA

You watched too many movies. That weren’t me. You’re

confused

LEON

...I know...I confused myself. On purpose...-

BELLA

Why?

LEON

Cos it keeps the memories alive. Keeps them bright. But

you’re right. We never did half that stuff. They’re not

real. But reality. It’s too hard to take sometimes. You

need a little dreaming...

He stares at her, sadly.

But he examines her face.

And sees it’s not the face he remembered.

He’s disappointed.

BELLA

Do you love her Leon?

Still looking into her eyes he withdraws his hand

like a spell being broken.

LEON

In my head. I did. But not out of it.

Loud banging on the door.

MOSES runs around trying to block it.

MOSES

We got more pressing things-

LEON stares at SHAYLA.

MOSES shakes him but LEON doesn’t respond.

MOSES

We need to talk to them!

Beat
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BELLA

(in LEON’s ear) Who is this guy?

Beat

LEON

Maybe he’s from the Chicken Shop

BELLA

Maybe he thinks you’re a wasteman

LEON

I’m not a wasteman

SHAYLA

Guys. Stop-

LEON and BELLA take steps towards MOSES.

Holding their knifes up. Ready.

LEON

They’re all the fucking same

BELLA

You buy an Alsatian

LEON

They try to rape it

BELLA

You go out dancing

LEON

They get you with acid

MOSES

STOP-

BELLA

You go on the tube

LEON

They blow your ass up

SHAYLA

Leon/ stop!

BELLA

And that’s why...

LEON

We don’t go outside
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MOSES

STOP! LISTEN!

Beat

They all listen.

The banging has stopped.

They all look around the room. Happily

LEON

(happily) Maybe...they gave up?

MOSES

Is there another way in?

LEON

(smiling) Back door. But it’s alright. Bella locked it

BELLA looks at him confused.

BELLA

(taking a key from her pocket) Oops?

MOSES makes to exit

A man in a mask enters.

He has a gun.

He holds the gun to STEVE’s head.

STEVE starts gasping for air.

The MAN knocks his inhaler from his hand.

He holds STEVE by the collar.

There’s a horrible struggle.

He throws STEVE to the floor.

LEON

Please...-

MAN

Open the blinds

BELLA

NO!-
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MAN

DO IT!

BELLA opens them with her remote.

The stage is flooded with orange light.

We see the city burning. The whole sky is on fire.

Everyone turns to the window in horror.

Except for SHAYLA who keeps her back to it.

Music plays.

LEON

(almost in tears) But...you...-

MAN

(cockney accent) Look what you’ve done

BELLA and LEON hug each other desperately.

MAN

Dublin, Paris, America? The world, who knows? Every

city. Burning. And it’s all your fault

LEON

Why us?

MAN

Cos you live here.

BELLA

We tried to mix

LEON

Mix?

MAN

You never fucking mixed! You got a gym in here, shops,

schools, a fucking church. Why would you ever have to

mix?

LEON

...Please! We’re sorry!

MAN

These new flats. They said they were good. Make things

grow. But all you did was push us out!
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LEON

Please/ don’t hurt us!

MAN

You ever seen your kid starve? Or cry cos you gotta

move them out to bum fuck no where?!

BELLA

I’m sorry...-

MAN

You treat us like animals! But look at that! (pointing

to the window) Don’t it warm you! Remember Tottenham.

How you swept all the bad stuff away after. With your

Bojo and your fucking brooms? All the pain. Put us up

on the news. ’Look at them hoodies! All they want is

shoes and mars bars’

LEON

Do you want my shoes?

He shoves the gun in LEON’s face.

LEON

Look I’m not...against you? I’m not...a racist! I mean

look at my friends!

MAN

It’s not just about race. It’s about...the things you

don’t like to look out. About erasing all the bad ugly

stuff. Like me!

LEON

(crying) I had a dream about you. The fire. The way you

speak. I’ve seen you. Again and again.

MAN

Because I am the apocalypse. I’m yours. You ain’t

scared about...Ice caps. Or the Ozone. That’s a bit of

fun you. It’s me. Us. Our anger. The ones outside. On

the street. Cos while you’re up here. With your

Netflix. And your humus. You can just mute it all,

can’t you?

LEON

What... the Netflix?

He prods his head with the gun

MAN

SHUT THE FUCK UP!
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MOSES

Please-

The MAN turns to MOSES.

MAN

Oh hello mate!

MOSES

Look. Don’t do this-

MAN

(smiling at MOSES) It’s not me mate. It’s us!

Beat

LEON

Moses?

MOSES

I don’t know him!

MAN

Don’t know me? I was best man at your wedding

MOSES

I never saw him in my life!

MAN

You getting cold feet?

MOSES

I don’t want this!

MAN

Yes you do

LEON

(to MOSES) ...You opened the door

BELLA

You said you built the flats

MAN

Cos we want it

MOSES

STOP FUCKING LYING!

MAN

You wanna give up now? Go back to them jobs? What did

you say we was...slaves in white collars? An entire

generation
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SHAYLA

(thinking to herself, it’s familiar) Pumping gas

MAN

Waiting tables-

MOSES

(to MOSES) I never said nothing-

MAN

Working jobs we hate-

MOSES

He’s lying-

SHAYLA

So we can buy shit-

MAN

(profoundly) That we don’t need...-

SHAYLA

Fight Club

Beat

You stole that from Fight Club

MAN

...So? It’s a good film

SHAYLA

(smiling) But...you stole it

LEON laughs nervously.

He shoves the gun into LEON’s mouth

MAN

YOU THINK IT’S FUNNY! You think this is funny?

BELLA screams and tries to help LEON.

They struggle and the MAN slaps BELLA across the

face.

She falls backwards in tears.

He shoves the gun in LEON’s mouth

Beat.

SHAYLA laughs. And cries at the same time.
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LEON

...Shayla?

The MAN points his gun at SHAYLA

MAN

Do you want to die?

SHAYLA keeps her back to the windows.

The man pushes the gun closer to her face

SHAYLA

(begging) Yes

BELLA

Look at the sky Shayl!

SHAYLA

I’ve had enough

MAN

SO HAVE I!

SHAYLA

Do it then!

BELLA

It’s real Shayla

SHAYLA

I know. But I can’t do it anymore. So just do it.

Please-

LEON

Shayla...-

SHAYLA

Just show me. Show me something real?

He shoves the gun against SHAYLA’s face.

Everyone screams

MAN

I’ll fucking show you

He cocks the gun

SHAYLA

GO ON! SHOW ME SOMETHING REAL!

She presses her head against the gun.
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She closes her eyes.

He fires.

Click.

Then Disco music plays.

Disco lights start flashing.

The MAN pulls of his shirt to reveal Disco

clothes.

LEON looks around. All stare in disbelief.

The MAN removes his balaclava.

BELLA sees his face.

HUNTER

(laughing hysterically) IT’S ONLY BLOODY ME!!

Pause.

BELLA

(staring at HUNTER in disbelief)...Hunter?

HUNTER

(manic)...I had you, I bloody did!

BELLA laughs.

MOSES

...What the fuck is going on?

BELLA hugs HUNTER

LEON

(hysterical, pointing to the window) But the sky. The

fucking sky!

HUNTER

It’s just light Leon. It’s bloody morning!

BELLA

(half-joking) You piece of shit!

BELLA runs at HUNTER and hugs him.

It starts to sink in.
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Everyone doesn’t know what to do.

LEON

But...the sounds...the fire? The...screaming?

HUNTER points remote at ceiling. He clicks.

Sounds of ’rioting’ plays.

The city skyline that was ’apparently on fire’,

fades a little to a blinding sunrise.

HUNTER

Surround bloody sound

Then he laughs. He hugs BELLA again.

LEON

But the smoke?

Beat. HUNTER give’s LEON a look: come on that’s

easy!

LEON

Phatoms?

HUNTER

S bloody Gs

MOSES

CAN YOU PLEASE TELL ME WHAT THE FUCK IS GOING ON!

BELLA

Moses it’s Hunter. He planned all this

BELLA

For Leon’s birthday

HUNTER grabs LEON by the shoulders

HUNTER

I had you mate!

LEON

(looking down at his wet trousers) Yeah. I... pissed

myself

MOSES

(pointing) But we saw it, we all saw it!

HUNTER

Just fear mate. Collective...imagination? Is that it?
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BELLA

Something we never tried before

HUNTER

Trap people in a room. Get em scared-

MOSES

Put a gun to their head-

HUNTER

Play the sounds, the smoke

BELLA

Open the blinds.

HUNTER

At just the right moment.

BELLA

Sun streaming through-

HUNTER

(clicking his fingers) -Apocalypse Nelly!

He laughs hysterically again.

SHAYLA exits quietly.

LEON

But I saw you get stabbed. Outside! That guy-

HUNTER

That was just Barbara! From flat 20! She knew you were

watching

LEON

You mean...we imagined it...all...-

HUNTER

Many happy returns-

MOSES rushes HUNTER.

BELLA stops him.

BELLA

Whoa-

MOSES

We thought we was gonna die. You hit her
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BELLA

(touching her face) Stage slap. Three years of Drama

School

HUNTER

It was a laugh big man

MOSES

...We thought it was real!

BELLA

Not all of us

Beat.

They all look at BELLA

BELLA

...someone had to call the police. Pretend it was

engaged.

LEON

That’s why you... took all the phones... at the

beginning? So no one could call

BELLA

Happy Birthday babe

MOSES

(to BELLA) You... fucking knew?

MOSES moves to BELLA

HUNTER

It was a joke

MOSES

You’re nuts

HUNTER crosses and defends BELLA

HUNTER

It was a party. Mate. And TBH You weren’t invited

A long pause.

LEON

...you broke in

HUNTER

You didn’t play
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BELLA

But you played us

LEON

Against each other

BELLA

You’re too sensitive

They surround MOSES.

Closing him in.

We hear a distant police siren.

SHAYLA exits.

MOSES

(scared) Shayla?

LEON

Leave her alone

MOSES

(shouting off) Call the police!

Siren gets a bit louder.

HUNTER

I knew you’d be trouble

BELLA

We tried to play along

MOSES tries to leave

HUNTER grabs him.

LEON

They’re all the fucking same.

HUNTER grabs his arm of the gun men seize MOSES’s

arm

MOSES

GET OFF ME!

LEON grabs him too

SHAYLA enters.

She holds a glass
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HUNTER

It was just a laugh. But there’s always someone

LEON

Who ruins it

SHAYLA taps the glass quickly with a spoon.

Speech style.

Everyone looks at her.

Red and blue lights flash faintly on stage.

SHAYLA

The police are downstairs. They want to talk to you

Beat.

Then all of them except for MOSES laugh

hysterically.

SHAYLA crosses over to MOSES and takes him by the

hand and leads him out of the room.

BELLA tries to block her from exiting.

BELLA

Look babe-

SHAYLA

Fuck off you mad cow.

HUNTER

Hold on-

SHAYLA

Talk to the police.

HUNTER

Already have. I always warn them before I do an event.

BELLA

Shame to waste their time now

SHAYLA tries to exit with MOSES

LEON

Where you going?

SHAYLA

Back off
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LEON

You already fucked up one life. Where next?

SHAYLA

Away from you

HUNTER

And what’s wrong with us?

SHAYLA moves around the flat. Knocking objects

over.

SHAYLA

Everything! This. That. All this horrible shit. It’s

fake. You’re fake.

LEON

It’s fun

SHAYLA tries to leave

BELLA

Did anyone get hurt? Hmm?

LEON

You’re too sensitive-

MOSES

You say that one more fucking time-

SHAYLA

It’s not just the games. Everything you do. It’s like a

video game. (to LEON) Your brain’s full of films.

Dreams. (to BELLA) You played with my life. You twisted

it. For fun?

BELLA

Well maybe we need a little fun? Or the world’s too

hard to take?

HUNTER

The world’s a dark place

SHAYLA

It’s not. You are. You make it dark

Pause.

They lock eyes.

BELLA looks as if she’ll hit SHAYLA.

BELLA

Dark... what? To bring your mate home? To keep the

afloat?
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SHAYLA

Look-

BELLA

I looked out for you

SHAYLA tries to leave.

BELLA grabs her wrist

SHAYLA

You held me down

BELLA

You weren’t steady

SHAYLA

Who were you to say?

BELLA

(her anger building) What would you have done?

SHAYLA

...Worked it out

BELLA

Drifted

SHAYLA

So what?

BELLA

You ungrateful-

SHAYLA

Why didn’t you let me work it out?

BELLA

(exploding) COS WHY SHOULD YOU!?

Beat. BELLA is wide-eyed. Mad.

She let’s it all out.

WHY SHOULD YOU GET TO... DRIFT? HMM?

Beat

When we stay home. And work. Why should you get to

smile when you want to? Or laugh. I smile cos I have

to. And laugh when there’s no joke. And get up. And

sleep. And forget my dreams. Why should you be any

different?

I LOOKED UP TO YOU! And then I hated you. And then I

wanted to control you. Squeeze you. I never cared about

you and Leon, I cared about...you... getting you in

(MORE)
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BELLA (cont’d)
line. Because you had a chance at the big time. And you

laughed it all away. You never lived by the rules. But

I make the rules. We do. The ratings. The reviews. The

fences. We make things...clear. We bring order

Beat

LEON

...You need t-shirts

HUNTER

(smiling) Toilets

BELLA

Tiny bottles of water.

BELLA

Because that’s the way the world is going. Boxes.

Ticks. Fences. Business. Pleasure. Death. Love. They

all need a number.

LEON

A tick

HUNTER

A box

BELLA

Cos otherwise. IT’S A FREAKING JUNGLE!

They lock eyes. About to hit each other

SHAYLA

But what will you do?

BELLA

...What?

SHAYLA

When...the shit hits the fan?

MOSES

When the fire starts?

SHAYLA

If the world ends. You won’t even know. You won’t even

see it come. You’ll think it’s a game. A film. Won’t

you?

Beat.

BELLA looks anxious.
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HUNTER

And what will you do Shayl? Go live in the woods? Start

a Revolution?

Beat

SHAYLA

(half-laughing) Make some new friends. Do something

that doesn’t make me feel sick.

MOSES

See things...

SHAYLA

a bit more clearly

MOSES

See things as they are. As they really are.

HUNTER

Well this is it. This is how things are. We’re as

normal as they come

SHAYLA

You’re just one little man. In one little flat. In one

little block. You are not normal

BELLA relaxes her grip.

Her tears have stopped.

She smiles.

And looks into SHAYLA’s eyes.

BELLA

Thank you for coming. (nodding at LEON) I wanted him to

see

SHAYLA

...what’s that?

BELLA

You. The little ghost. We’ve all got a little ghost

don’t we Shayl? But you. Came back. But in the end. I

wish you stayed dead.

SHAYLA slaps her across the face.

BELLA is shocked.

She holds her face.

Blood.

She’s looks at it.

Amazed: something real.
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SHAYLA

You fuck with my life one more time. I’ll burn your

house down.

SHAYLA exit

MOSES follows.

LEON starts to cry.

HUNTER leaves quickly.

BELLA strokes LEON’s hair.

We hear a faint police siren get louder and

louder.

They are now alone.

LEON

..you try to do a good thing...-

BELLA

Sit

They both sit down on the floor.

BELLA

Leon. Do you love me?

LEON

Of course

BELLA

And her?

Beat

LEON

When she wasn’t there. Maybe. But it wasn’t her face.

It was someone else’s. A film I saw. And never saw. It

wasn’t real Bella.

He takes her hand

But you are

BELLA

(sweetly) That’s what I wanted you to say.

LEON

I see now. (looking around) This is what it’s about.

Not those...dreams in my head. This is what’s real.

This. Is. Real

They kiss.

She holds him.
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LEON

Thank you for my present

She strokes his hair

BELLA

Leon...I’m pregnant

She holds her stomach

LEON

...but why?-

BELLA

I didn’t know if we were ready

LEON

And are we?

BELLA

...We are now!

Beat

BELLA

But do you want to bring a baby into this world? Even

though it’s so...fucked up...I-

LEON

Babe. (in the style of Jurassic Park:) Life. Uh. Will

find a way

They laugh.

BELLA

And we’ll keep having fun.

LEON

And play

BELLA

Til Kingdom Come

LEON

Cos it’s a bit of fun

BELLA

And no one get’s hurt...

Beat

Do one more thing?
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LEON

What?

BELLA

Sing?

LEON looks reluctant.

But then he smiles and stands.

He holds the microphone.

Music starts to play.

The music gets louder.

LEON

By the way. Where did you find Steve!

BELLA

I know!

BELLA laughs.

She exits to the other room.

LEON

He’s amazing!

She drags STEVE in by his legs.

BELLA

Stevey!

LEON

Can we keep him?

BELLA

He’s still at it!

LEON becomes absorbed in the music.

He doesn’t hear BELLA anymore.

BELLA

(to STEVE) Steve? Stevey?

She shakes him again

BELLA

Wakey wakey Steve!

She turns him over.

His face is pale.

His eyes are open.

He’s dead.
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BELLA

Steve?

The music gets louder.

LEON dances.

Police lights flash on stage.

She’s drowned out by the music.

BELLA

LEON! HELP ME! Steve?! Steve?

The music gets louder

BELLA

Steve!

Beat

BELLA

We’re finished.

Blue and red police lights flash on the stage.

A distant siren.

BELLA cries.

LEON dances to the music slowly and smiles.

Staring downstage.

The apocalyptic music mixes with the karaoke

music.

All other lights fades except the city-scape.

This glows orange again.

The buildings look destroyed.

A warning of things to come.

Then.

Black out.

Then.

Sounds cut.

End.


